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               (Đề thi có 04 trang) 

                  ĐỀ ĐÁNH GIÁ NĂNG LỰC 

          TUYỂN SINH NĂM HỌC 2022-2023 

                      MÔN: TIẾNG ANH 10 

Thời gian làm bài: 60 phút không kể thời gian phát đề 

 

A. MULTIPLE CHOICE (5.0 pts) 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word whose underlined part differs from the other three in 

pronunciation in each of the following questions. 

1. A. relaxed  B. provided   C. dismissed   D. finished 

2. A. typical B. excited   C. official   D. responsive 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word that differs from the other three in the position of 

primary stress in each of the following questions. 

3. A. accent B. sector   C. career   D. planet 

4. A. imitate   B. discover   C. develop   D. remember 

Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the correct answer to each of the following questions. 

5. We should eat __________foods to maintain a healthy weight and avoid serious health problems. 

A. convenient   B. effective   C. fast     D. nutritious  

6. _____________ in Buon Ma Thuot City, the World Coffee Museum has attracted a lot of local and foreign 

tourists who love and have the passion for the global coffee culture. 

A. Covered   B. Applied   C. Located   D. Realized 

7. She is Japansese, but she speaks English with a good ________________. 

A. simplicity B. accent        C. variety  D. creation 

8. He has a good sense of___________. He can entertain us for hours with his funny stories.  

A. responsibility B. humor   C. direction    D. achievement 

9.  After the Covid-19 pandemic had basically been controlled, many people went on sightseeing_______ around 

the Central Highlands. 

A. tours   B. expeditions   C. travels   D. journeys 

10. Vinasat - 1, the first Vietnam's telecommunication satellite, was ______ into space on April 19, 2008. 

A. operated   B. experienced  C. launched   D. orbited 

11. With the project “Design and manufacture of semi-automatic passion fruit juice extractor” of  Dong Du 

School’s students, Dak Lak Province had a science and technology project to participate __________ an 

international competition for the first time. 

A. for    B. from   C. in    D. of 

12. She ____________ a bit of Korean when she was living in Seoul. 

A. gave up   B. picked up   C. went up   D. brought up 

13. Jenny has set her ________ on becoming a teacher since she was a little girl.  
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A. heart   B. head   C. teeth    D. mind 

14. Maria: “ Would you like to have a picnic with us on the weekend?” 

     Kate:  “______________.” 

A. It’s my pleasure. B. You’re welcome C. Of course not. D. Yes, I'd love to  

15. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) 

in each of the following question: 

Beautiful scenery, delicious foods, and affordable prices are the main attractions of this region. 

A. expensive   B. financial   C. reasonable   D. official 

16. Mark the letter A, B, C, or D to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the underlined word(s) 

in each of the following question: 

In today’s world, teachers have to be dynamic and knowledgeable as they need to work in many different 

roles of a parent, counsellor, teacher, brother or sister and friend. 

A. patient   B. empathetic   C. creative   D. active 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer in each of the 

following blanks from 17 to 20. 

Don Village (17) _______ in Krong Na Commune, Buon Don District, Dak Lak Province. Lying on 

the border between Vietnam and Laos and that between Vietnam and Cambodia, it is home to many (18)  

_________ minorities like Ede, M’nong, Lao, Thai, etc. 

Coming to the Don Village, it is easy to see large elephants wandering under the supervision of the 

administrator. In addition to elephants, it also has a unique boat ride on the scenic Serepok river - a rare river 

in Vietnam (19) ___________ flows back to the west. And we cannot ignore the feeling of swinging when 

traveling on Buon Don suspension bridge, made of bamboo and reinforced with iron.  

In the tourist area, you can learn about the cultural life, customs and activities of many indigenous 

peoples, listen to the history of Buon Don, and visit the centuries-old storeroom that also (20)________many 

of the traditional relics. After visiting, tourists will able to enjoy the specialties of Don village in the restaurants 

and food outlets such as Com lam (sticky rice cooked in a bamboo stalk) or grilled wild chicken. 

(Adapted from http://dalatdaytours.com/news/ban-don-village-38) 

17. A. is situated  B. situates   C. is situating  D. situated 

18. A. traditional  B. ethnic  C. breathtaking D. habitable 

19. A. who   B. when  C. that    D. whose 

20. A. experiences  B. preserves  C. encourages  D. produces 

B. WRITING (5.0 pts) 

Give the correct form of verbs in brackets. (0.5pt) 

21. There are some websites that offer you effective ways to be  ___________  in a job interview. (success)  

22. I have never met such a strong woman before. Her energy seems _________________ (exhaust)   

Give the correct form of words in brackets. (0.5 pt) 

23. If the price of petrol continues to rise, this (put)  __________ a lot of pressure on households, particularly 

those with low income. 

24. She has finished (prepare) __________________ for the entrance examination to Dong Du School. 

http://www.vietnamtourism.org.vn/travel-guide/list-of-cities-in-vietnam/dak-lak.html
http://dalatdaytours.com/news/ban-don-village-38
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Read the text and answer the questions from 25 to 28 (1pt) 

Today English is considered a global language or lingua franca. It is said that if you do not know and 

cannot use it well, you may meet lots of difficulties in the modern world. More and more people are learning 

English for several reasons. 

Firstly, they want to improve their knowledge. It is obvious that most of the important sources of 

information are now in English. We can easily find websites, journals, newspapers, and encyclopedias in 

English everywhere. If we know English well, we can attend quite a lot of online courses or go abroad to 

study. Many universities in different countries offer courses in English even though it is not their native 

language. 

Secondly, it is easier to get a well-paid job if you can use English. Most multinational companies 

require a certain degree of English proficiency from potential employees. Therefore, in order to get a position 

with a top company, more and more people are learning English. Even local companies now require their staff 

to know English. The reason for that is they may have business relationships with companies in other countries 

which use English as their working language. 

These two reasons are the most common ones explaining why people like to, and need to, study 

English. 

25. What is the status of English in the world today? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

26. What may happen if people cannot use English well?  

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

27. Do many universities in the countries where English is not their native language provide courses in the 

language? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

28. Why are employees learning English? 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Rewrite the sentences as directed. (2pts) 

29. We must wear face masks to prevent the spread of Covid-19. (Change this sentence into passive voice) 

______________________________________________________________________________________ 

30. Mexico City is probably the fastest growing city in the world. Its population is over 10 million.  (Combine 

the two sentences by using a relative pronoun) 

________________________________________________________________________________ 

31. Laura can’t join our trip to Nha Trang because she has to take care of her little brother. 

If __________________________________________________________________________________ 

32. “It was you who didn’t keep an eye on our daughter last night,” Kate said to her husband. 

Kate accused__________________________________________________________________________ 

Look at the picture below and write a short paragraph (120 – 150 words) to describe the festival 

mentioned in it. (1pt) 
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-----THE END----- 


